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SOFTWARE FOR LINEAR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS 
ON GENERAL TWO DIMENSIONAL DOMAINS 
A * 
E. N. Houstls and J. R. Rice 
Mathematleal Sclences 
Purdue UnIversIty 
Abstract. In this paper we describe and Illustrate software for the 
solution of a general elliptic partial differential equation defined on 
a general two dimensional domain and subject to mixed type boundary 
condIt Ions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The numerical solution of elliptic partial differential equations can 
be a formidable programming task. Therefore, efficient, reliable, general 
wel1-documented software for solving such equations Is needed. In this 
paper we describe a general purpose software ELLCOL for the solution of an 
elliptic partial differential equation 
Lu = au + 2fju +y u + S u + eu • + c u «= f 
xx xy yy x y 
defined on a general two dimensional domain and subject to mixed type 
boundary conditions: 
Bu = au^ + bUy + cu = g on boundary of ft. 
In section 2, we describe the modular structure of the software and the 
function of each module. In section 3, we provide some examples and the 
solutions computed from ELLCOL. 
* 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODULES 
I. Input Module 
This Is part of the "user Interface" for the system (the other part 
is In Output modules). The user must specify: 
a. Region boundary definition: user supplied routine 
SUBROUTINE BC00RD(P,XpY) 
to define the boundary as a parametric curve; the X,Y values 
are returned corresponding to the parametric value P. 
b. A rectangular mesh. 
c. Problem definition: user supplied FORTRAN functions 
FUNCTION C0EF(X,Y,J), J = l,2,...t6 for a, 6, C 
FUNCTION BC0EF(X,Y,J), J - 1,2,3 for a,b,c 
which evaluate a, 6 C , a, b, c and 
FUNCTION F(X,Y,J)f J 1,2 for f,g 
that computes the functions f, g In the differential and 
boundary operator. 
II. Region Module: Subroutine Region 
This module processes the rectangular grid and the specified boundary. 
Its general objective Is to locate the region with respect to the grid and 
to provide various Informations useful In further processing. The output 
from this module consists of grid specifications and boundary specifications 
in the form of arrays which Include coordinates of boundary Intersection 
points, their type, and neighboring grid points and so on. 
III. Equation Construction Hodule 
This module consists of three components: 
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I) SUBROUTINE CLDATA which Identifies the type of each 
element, calculates the number of boundary collocation points 
associated with each element, and calculates the boundary 
collocation points and the modified nodes of each element, 
li) SUBROUTINE INDEXING which numbers 6f the nodes of the final 
mesh to be used later for the'approximation of the differ-
ential operator, determines the element Incidences and 
estimates the bandwidth. 
Ill) SUBROUTINE FORMEQ which generates the system of the 
collocation equations. The bicubic Hermlte rectangular 
elements are used to approximate the solution of the 
elliptic partial differential equation. We determine 
the approximate solution so that It satisfies the 
operator equation at four Gaussian points Inside each 
element. The rest of the degrees of freedom of the 
approximate solution are determined by requiring It to 
approximately satisfy the boundary conditions. See 
reference [1]. FORMEQ stores the coefficient matrix and 
right side according to the output of indexing module 
In a band storage mode. 
IV. Equation Splvlng Module: Subroutine BNDSOL 
This module solves the system of collocation equations using profile 
Gaussian elimination. 
V. Output Module 
By selecting an output "level" the user can obtain 
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I) the output generated by the REGION module 
il) the Input data to the subroutine FORMEQ 
III) the values of the approximate solution U and Its 
derivatives U , U , U evaluated at the nodes 
x' y xy 
or at any set of points supplied by the user 
Iv) measurement of performance of each module In 
execution time, 
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
We describe three problems of various types which we feel will give 
an indication of the potential usefulness of our software. 
A. We consider the number leal solution of the equation 
( e \ ) x + (e"
X Yu v) - — 2 - f , 1 2 - [0,1] x [0.1] 
x x y y 1 + x + y 
subject to Dlrlchlet boundary conditions 
u » 0. 
In Table 1, we depict a typical output of the software ELLCOL for the 
solution of the above problem. See [1], [2] for other uses of this 
example. 
B. Torsion of Compound Bars. The equation of torsion of a 
compound bar of cyclic cross section Is 
u + u = 0 , ft => circle with center at (.5, .5) 
xx yy * . . * 1 1 and radius 1. 
We assume the Neumann boundary conditions 
UN ' 9 
where g Is chosen such that u - tan (y/x). 
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In Table 2, we show the solution and its derivatives found by 
ELLCOL at the nodes of a mesh generated by the REGION module. 
C. Steady flow. The equation of a flow past a sphere is 
u + u • f 
xx yy 
defined on the domain ft, see Figure I where we Indicate the boundary 
conditions assumed on the graphical output from REGION. The function 
f has been determined such that 
u - y[(x-2)2 + y
2 - )]e-' 0 6 25 * ^ M / [ ( 3 +(x-2)
2) ( 3 + y
2 ) ] . 
Table 3 shows the solution obtained by ELLCOL. Finally, In Table 4 
we present a version of the INPUT, OUTPUT, FORMEQ, and SOLVE modules. 
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Figure 1. The domain of steady flow problem 
and the grid generated by REGION. 
*** C D L L O C A T I D M P R D C E D U R 
T E S T P R O B L E M NO. 1 
X-NODE COORDINATE Y-NDDE COORDINATE 
1 -0 -0 
2 0 .50000 
3 0 1.00000 
4 .50000 0 
5 .50000 .50000 
6 .50000 1.00000 
7 1.00000 0 
S 1.00000 .50000 
9 I.00000 1.00000 
MODIF NODE X-NODE COORD Y-CODRDIN 
I -0 -0 
2 0 .50000 
3 0 1.00000 
4 .50000 0 
5 .50000 .50000 
6 .50000 1.00000 
7 1.00000 0 
8 1.00000 .50000 
9 1.00000 1.00000 
ELEMENT ELEMENT INCIDENCIES NO. OF BOUNDARY COL. PTS ELEMENT TYPE 
1 1 4 5 2 5 
£ £ 5 6 3 5 
3 4 7 8 5 5 
4 5 9 9 6 5 
BOUNDARY COLLOCATION POINTS 
ELEMENT X-CDDRD Y-COORD X-COORD Y-COORD X-COORD Y-COORD 
1 0 .16667 0 .33333 0 0 
.33333 0 .16667 0 
2 0 .66667 0 .S3333 0 1. 00000 
.33333 1.00000 .66667 1 .OOOOO 
3 1.00000 .33333 1 .00000 .1666? I. oooo'o 0 
.66667 0 .83333 0 
4 .66667 1.00000 .83333 1 .00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 
1.00000 .66667 I .00000 .83333 
INPUT DATA TIME = . 046 
E Q U A T I O N P A R A M E T E R S 
TDTAL NUMBER DF EQUATIONS = 36 
















O V E R A L L T I M E 
TDTAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX FORMATION = .092 
EQUATION SOLUTION - .313 
TOTAL TIME FDR GENERATION AND SOL OF SYST .406 





















































C D L L D C F L T I D N P R O C E D U R E » « • 
T E S T P R O B L E M N O . Z 
E Q U A T I O N P A R A M E T E R S 
T O T A L D U M B E R O F E Q U A T I O N S = 6 4 
B A N D W I D T H = 2 4 
O V E R A L L T I M E 
T O T A L C O E F F I C I E N T M A T R I X F O R M A T I O N = . 1 3 6 
E Q U A T I O N S O L U T I O N = . 8 9 7 
T O T A L T I M E F D R G E N E R A T I O N A N D S D L O F S Y S T 1 . 0 3 5 
N O D E X - C D Y - C D T R U E S O L U T I O N U 
1 0 0 £ . 5 7 0 0 0 0 1 . 7 8 6 3 3 9 
S 0 . 3 3 3 2 . 5 7 0 0 0 0 2 . 5 6 1 2 8 7 
3 0 . 6 6 ? E . 5 7 0 0 0 0 E . 5 7 3 4 0 5 
4 0 I . 0 0 0 £ . 5 7 0 0 0 0 £ . 5 7 3 9 8 6 
5 . 3 3 3 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 9 6 7 0 
6 . 3 3 3 . 3 3 3 1 . 7 8 5 3 9 6 1 . 7 8 5 4 8 3 
7 . 3 3 3 . 6 6 7 S . 1 0 7 1 4 9 2 . 1 0 8 1 1 7 
3 . 3 3 3 I . 0 0 0 2 . £ 4 9 0 4 6 2 . 2 5 0 3 9 9 
Q . 6 6 ? 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 9 9 7 5 5 2 
1 0 . 6 6 ? . 3 3 3 1 . 4 6 3 6 4 8 1 . 4 6 S 8 5 1 
tl . 6 6 ? . 6 6 ? 1 . 7 8 5 3 9 8 1 . 7 8 5 4 8 5 
te . 6 6 ? 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 9 8 £ ? 9 4 1 . 9 8 3 3 9 8 
1 3 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 9 9 6 9 8 0 
1 4 1 . 0 0 0 . 3 3 3 1 . 3 2 1 7 5 1 1 . 3 2 0 5 8 0 
1 5 1 . 0 0 0 . 6 6 ? 1 . 5 S 8 0 0 3 1 . 5 3 7 5 9 0 
1 6 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 7 8 5 3 9 8 1 . 7 8 4 6 2 9 
Table 2. Numerical solution of Tors 
U X U Y U X Y A B S . E R R O R 
- 1 0 . 4 0 6 6 1 4 1 0 . 3 9 1 8 7 1 . 2 5 5 8 2 2 7 . S 3 7 E - 0 1 
- S . 9 6 4 4 7 9 . 2 0 1 5 9 6 7 . 0 0 5 9 7 9 8 . 7 1 3 E - 0 3 
- 1 . 5 0 S 4 3 4 . 0 0 2 2 5 1 2 . 1 8 7 8 3 3 - 3 . 4 0 5 E - 0 3 
- 1 . 0 1 6 0 9 9 . 0 1 3 2 6 1 . 7 2 9 1 4 1 - 3 . 9 8 8 E - 0 3 
- . 2 0 2 1 4 4 2 . 9 6 3 7 6 1 - 6 . 9 9 0 3 2 5 - 9 . 6 7 0 E - 0 3 
- 1 . 5 0 5 0 9 4 1 . 5 0 4 9 9 8 . 0 0 1 1 9 2 - 8 . 4 6 4 E - 0 5 
- 1 . 2 0 4 1 1 3 . 6 0 1 6 5 2 1 . 0 7 8 1 9 4 - 9 . 6 8 2 E - 0 4 
- . 9 0 3 3 6 9 . 3 0 0 7 6 0 . 7 0 9 9 1 ? - 1 . 3 5 3 E - 0 3 
- . 0 0 2 S 4 6 1 . 5 0 2 4 1 0 - 2 . 1 8 6 7 5 3 2 . 4 4 8 E - 0 C -
- . 6 0 1 6 2 2 1 . 2 0 4 1 4 3 - 1 . 0 7 8 1 9 4 7 . 9 6 7 E - 0 4 
- . 7 5 2 2 6 8 . 7 5 2 1 7 3 0 0 1 1 9 2 - S . 6 8 9 E - 0 S 
- . 6 9 4 6 3 8 . 4 6 2 3 2 1 . 2 5 9 0 1 5 - 6 . 0 4 6 E - 0 4 
- . 0 1 3 2 7 2 1 . 0 1 6 0 7 7 - . 7 2 9 1 4 5 3 . 0 2 0 E - 0 3 
- . 3 0 0 7 8 3 . 9 0 3 3 7 4 - . 7 1 0 9 9 7 1 . 1 7 1 E - 0 3 
- . 4 6 3 0 3 9 . 6 9 4 0 9 0 - . 2 7 4 6 7 0 4 . 2 2 3 E - 0 4 
- . 5 1 3 9 9 6 . 4 8 7 2 4 3 2 5 5 8 2 6 7 . 6 9 1 E - 0 4 
Ion Compound Bar problem. 
* * * C O L L O C A T I O N P R O C E D U R E 
E O U A T I O N P A R A M E T E R S 
T O T A L N U M B E R D F E Q U A T I O N S = 1 6 4 
E A N D H I D T H = 2 3 
O V E R A L L T I M E 
T O T A L C O E F F I C I E N T M A T R I X F O R M A T I O N = . 4 7 8 
E Q U A T I O N S O L U T I O N = 2 . 9 7 6 
T O T A L T I M E F O R G E N E R A T I O N A N D S O L O F S Y S T 3 . 4 5 6 
N O D E X - C D Y - C D T R U E S O L U T I O N U U X U Y U X Y 
t - U - 0 - . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - . 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 . 1 8 6 7 2 3 
2 - 0 . 1 2 5 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 . 0 6 9 7 5 0 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 . 5 1 6 4 9 5 
3 - 0 . 2 3 5 . 9 4 0 0 0 0 - 2 . 7 2 1 1 1 4 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - . 3 1 7 6 3 3 
4 - 0 . 3 7 5 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 . 8 9 E 6 6 6 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 . 3 9 9 3 6 4 
5 - 0 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 . 4 4 5 9 3 1 
6 . 1 2 5 - 0 - . 0 0 0 0 1 3 - . 0 0 0 5 5 2 1 . 7 8 6 2 5 9 - 1 5 . 7 1 8 6 7 5 
7 . 1 2 5 . 1 2 5 . 2 6 1 0 1 7 - 1 . 7 8 7 0 0 6 2 . 5 7 8 7 0 4 - 1 1 . 2 7 4 3 0 3 
8 . 1 2 5 . 2 3 5 . 6 1 3 1 2 6 - 2 . 5 3 5 4 2 © 3 . 8 5 1 3 7 6 - 1 . 9 2 6 8 1 4 
9 . 1 2 5 . 3 7 5 1 . 2 6 £ 4 0 7 - 1 . 9 1 6 1 0 4 5 . 3 6 1 1 2 2 1 0 . 4 8 3 3 6 3 
1 0 . 1 2 5 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 . 3 9 8 3 8 3 1 9 . 9 3 0 1 3 3 
1 1 . 2 6 0 - 0 - . 0 0 0 1 4 4 - . 0 0 5 7 5 9 - . 1 3 0 0 5 5 - 1 2 . 5 9 1 2 1 2 
1 2 . 2 6 0 . 1 £ 5 . 0 3 5 1 4 5 - 1 . 5 3 5 6 1 4 1 . 0 9 3 0 1 3 - 1 0 . 4 2 2 7 8 2 
1 3 . 2 6 0 . 2 3 5 . 2 8 3 5 8 0 - 2 . 2 9 5 7 7 3 3 . 5 2 5 5 9 9 - 2 . 6 8 9 6 1 5 
1 4 . 2 6 0 . 3 7 5 1 . 0 0 5 9 9 4 - 1 . 8 2 9 0 9 6 6 . 7 1 5 5 1 3 9 . 3 7 8 3 2 9 
1 5 . 2 6 0 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 . 1 2 6 8 7 2 1 9 . 8 2 2 4 9 6 
1 6 . 3 7 5 . 1 2 5 1 1 8 9 9 8 - 1 . 1 4 3 9 2 3 . 1 1 3 1 9 1 - 1 . 9 9 7 5 0 6 
1 7 . 3 7 5 . 2 3 5 . 0 5 4 1 2 6 - 1 . 5 7 4 5 0 5 3 . 2 3 3 6 0 2 - 2 . 1 0 5 4 7 8 
1 8 . 3 7 5 . 3 7 5 . 8 2 1 0 1 2 - 1 . 2 8 1 4 0 8 7 . 6 4 9 9 9 8 6 . 3 9 1 9 7 1 
1 9 . 3 7 5 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 . 1 4 9 5 4 8 1 4 . 1 2 0 5 3 1 
E O . 5 0 0 . 2 3 5 - . 0 5 0 7 6 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 . 0 8 8 5 5 3 - . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
£ 1 . 5 0 0 . 3 7 5 . 7 3 5 3 0 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 . 0 7 5 5 4 2 - . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 . 5 0 0 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 £ . 0 9 6 4 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 3 . 6 2 5 . 1 2 5 - . 1 1 8 9 9 8 1 . 1 4 3 9 2 3 . 1 1 3 1 9 1 1 . 9 9 7 5 0 5 
2 4 . 6 2 5 . 2 3 5 . 0 5 4 1 2 6 1 . 5 7 4 5 0 5 3 . 2 3 3 6 0 2 2 . 1 0 5 4 7 8 
£ 5 . 6 2 5 . 3 7 5 . 8 2 1 0 1 2 1 . 2 8 1 4 0 8 7 . 6 4 9 9 9 8 - 6 . 3 9 1 9 7 1 
2 6 . 6 2 5 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 . 1 4 9 5 4 6 - 1 4 . 1 2 0 5 3 1 
2 7 . 7 4 0 - 0 - . 0 0 0 1 4 4 . 0 0 5 7 5 9 - . 1 3 0 0 5 5 1 2 . 5 9 1 2 1 1 
2 8 . 7 4 0 . 1 2 5 . 0 3 5 1 4 5 1 . 5 3 5 6 1 4 1 . 0 9 3 0 1 3 1 0 . 4 2 2 7 3 2 
£ 9 . 7 4 0 . £ 3 5 . 2 8 3 5 8 0 2 . 2 9 5 7 7 3 3 . 5 2 5 5 9 9 2 . 6 8 9 6 1 5 
3 0 . 7 4 0 . 3 7 5 1 . 0 0 5 9 9 4 1 . 8 2 9 0 9 6 6 . 7 1 5 5 1 3 - 9 . 3 7 8 3 2 9 
3 1 . 7 4 0 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 . 1 2 6 8 7 E - 1 9 . 8 2 2 4 9 6 
3 2 . 8 7 5 - 0 - . 0 0 0 0 1 3 . 0 0 0 5 5 2 1 . 7 8 6 2 5 9 1 5 . 7 1 8 6 7 5 
3 3 . 8 7 5 . 1 2 5 . 2 6 1 0 1 7 1 . 7 8 7 0 0 6 2 . 5 7 8 7 0 4 1 1 . 2 7 4 3 0 3 
3 4 . 8 7 5 . 2 3 5 . 6 1 3 1 2 6 2 . 5 3 5 4 2 9 3 . 8 5 1 3 7 6 1 . 9 2 6 S 1 4 
3 5 . 8 7 5 . 3 7 5 1 . 2 6 2 4 0 7 1 . 9 1 6 1 0 4 5 . 3 6 1 1 2 2 - 1 0 . 4 8 8 3 6 3 
3 6 . 8 7 5 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 . 3 9 8 3 8 3 - 1 9 . 9 3 0 1 3 3 
3 7 1 . 0 0 0 - 0 - . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 . 1 3 6 7 2 3 
3 8 1 . 0 0 0 . 1 2 5 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 6 9 7 5 0 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 . 5 1 6 4 9 5 
3 9 1 . 0 0 0 . 2 3 5 . 9 4 0 0 0 0 2 . 7 2 1 1 1 4 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 1 7 6 3 3 
4 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 3 7 5 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 6 9 2 6 6 6 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 . 3 9 9 3 6 4 
4 1 1 . 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 8 . 4 4 5 9 3 1 
A B S . E R R O R 
Table 3. Numerical solution of steady flow problem. 
Table INPUT, OUTPUT, FORME Q, and SOLVE modules 
of software ELLCOL. 
T E S T P R D B L E M 
D I M E N S I O N A < 3 6 , 4 0 ) > B < 3 6 ) 
A : C O E F F I C I E N T M A T R I X OF" T H E C O L L O C A T I O N E Q U A T I O N S 
B : I N P U T T H E R I G H T S I D E O F T H E S Y S T E M O F C O L L O C A T I O N 
E Q U A T I O N S 
O U T P U T T H E S O L U T I O N O F T H E S Y S T E M O F C O L L O C A T I O N 
E Q U A T I O N S 
A T N O D E B < 4 * I - 3 ) = U 
B < 4 * I - 2 ) = U Y 
B < 4 * I — 1 ) = U X 
B < 4 * I ) = U X Y 
N D I M E N : N O . O F D E G R E E S O F F R E E D O M = 4 * N O . O F N O D E S 
N C D L M N : £ ' * H A L F B A N D W I D T H D F A 
N O T E : O N L Y A H U P P E R E S T I M A T E N E E D E D F O R - N C D L M N -
C O M P U T E T H E C O L L O C A T I O N A P P R O X I M A T I O N I N T H E S P A C E O F 
P I E C E H I S E B I C U B I C H E R M I T E P O L Y N O M I A L S 
N D I M E N = 3 6 
N C D L M N = 4 0 
C A L L C O L L D C < A , B , N D I M E N , N C D L M N ) 
S T O P 
E N D 
S U B R O U T I N E C 0 L L 0 C < A J B » N D I M E N ? N C Q L M N ) 
niMENSIDN A C N D I M E N j N C D L M N ) > B < N D I M E N ) 
I N T E G E R T I T L E C 7 9 ) 
W R I T E < 6 > 1 0 ) 
R E A D H E A D I N G C A R D 
R E A D ( 5 » £ 0 ) I C A R D ? T I T L E 
P R I N T H E A D I N G C A R D 
W R I T E R 3 0 ) T I T L E 
I F < I C A R D . N E . 0 ) G O T D 2 1 
R E A D M A S T E R C O N T R O L C A R D 
R E A D ( 5 > 3 1 ) I N P U T J I E X A C T > I D E R I V 
F D R M A T O I 1 ) 
R E A D A N D / - 0 R P R I N T I N P U T D A T A 
C A L L M E S H C I N P U T . I D E R I V ) 
C A L L S E C O N D ( T O ) 
C O M P U T E T H E H A L F B A N D W I D T H O F T H E C O E F F I C I E N T M A T R I X 
C A L L B D W D T H ( N B W D T H ) 
N C D D I G = 2 * N B U D T H - I 
P R I N T T H E C O L L O C A T I O N E Q U A T I O N S P A R A M E T E R S 
W R I T E ( 6 J 4 0 ) 
W R I T E X 6 . 5 0 ) N D I M E N 
W R I T E R S . 6 0 ) N B W D T H 
W R I T E ( 6 I 7 0 ) 
S O L V E T H E L I N E A R S Y S T E M O F C O L L O C A T I O N E Q T S . 
C A L L S O L V E C A > B > N D I M E N » N C O B I G J N B W D T H ) 
C O M P U T E A P P R O X I M A T E S O L U T I O N U J U X » U Y » U X Y 
CALL DERIV<B»NDIMEN,IEXACT) 1 1 
C 
C EVALUATE THE EXACT SOLUTION <IF ANY). 
C APPROXIMATE SOLUTION.MAXIMUM ERROR.RELATIVE ERROR 
C AT A GIVEN SET DF POINTS 
C 




C MEASURE THE TOTAL COLLOCATION SOLUTION TIME 
C 
EXTIME = T1 - TO 
WRITEC6.80) EXTIME 
10 FDRMATCIHI.I0X,30H**« C O L L O C A T I O N P R 
A j17H0 C E D U R E ***> 
£0 FDRMATCII.79A1> 
30 FQRMATaHO.lOX.SOAl) 
4 0 FORMATSIHOj 36HE Q U A T I D N P A R A M E T E R S ) 
5u FDRMATC1H0.25HT0TAL NUMBER-OF EQUATIONS,15X>1H=p15) 
60 FORMAT(lX.9HBANDI4IDTHr 31X. IH=, 15) 
70 FORMAT(1H0j ££HO V E R A L L T I M E ) 




CDMMON ^NDDCDR-' XNODE<100) >YNDDEf100) iNNDDES 
DIMENSION BCNBIMEN) 
C 





DO 110 NDD = 1 > NNDDES 
XPNT = XNODEtJNOD) 
YPNT = YNDDECNDB) 
IFC IEXACT .EQ. 1 ) TRSOL = TRUECXPNT.YPNT) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE INDECIES CORRESPONDING TO DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
C PER NDDE 
C 
NDF1 = 1 + (NOD-1)*4 
NDFE = NDF1 + 1 
NDF3 = NDF2 + 1 
NDF4 = NDF3 + 1 
C 
C COMPUTE U »UX .UY .UXY 
C 
U = BCNDFl) 
UY = BCNDF2) 
UX = BCNDF3) 
UXY = B<NDF4) 
C 
IFC IEXACT .EQ. 1) ERROR = TRSOL - U 
IFC IEXACT .EQ. 1) WRITE<6,120) NOD.XPNT.YPNT.TRSOL,U,UX,UY.UXY 
A ,ERROR 
IF< IEXACT .EQ. 0> WRITE<6.121> NOD,XPNT.YPNT.U.UX.UY,UXY 
C 
110 CONTINUE 
100 F O R M A T d X , 4HN0DE. 6X. 4HX-COi 6X. 4HY-CD, 2X, 13HTRUE SOLUTION 
A .14X.1HU,13X.2HUX,13X»2HUY>12X.3HUXY.4Xt 








C READS AND'OR OUTPUTS THE MESH SPECIFICATIONS AND 






C O M M O N / ' N D D C D R / X N D D E ( I O O ) » Y N O D E < 1 0 0 ) . N N D D E S 
C O M M O N ' E L I N C D ' L D L F T < 1 0 0 ) J L D R G T A O O ) . 
A U P R G T < 1 0 0 ) , U P L F T < 1 0 0 ) » N U M E L 
C O M M O N ^ E L T Y P E ^ T Y P E C 1 0 0 ) 
C D M M O N ^ B N D C O L ^ N B O C O ( I O O ) , £ D X < 1 0 0 . 1 0 ) > B D Y < : 1 0 0 , 1 0 ) 
C O M M O N - - M O B N D D ' X B N D D E < 1 0 0 ) J Y B N O D E C 1 0 0 ) 
I N T E G E R U R , U L J T Y P . T Y P E J U P L F T > U P R G T 
C A L L S E C D N D < T O ) 
C 
C R E A D N O D A L P O I N T C O O R D I N A T E S 
C 
3 0 R E A D < 5 . 1 0 ) M O D R X N O D J Y N O D 
I F ( N O D . E Q . 0 ) G O T O S O 
X N D D E C N D D ) = X N D D 
Y N D D E < N O D ) = Y N O D 
X B N P D E X N O D ) = X N D D 
Y B N D D E ( N O D ) = Y N O D 
N N D D E S = N O D 
G O T O 3 0 
C 
C R E A D T H E C O O R D I N A T E S D F T H E M O D I F I E D N O D E S 
C 
2 0 R E A D < 5 I 4 0 ) N D D . X B N D D ? Y B N O D 
I F ( N D D . E Q . 0 ) G O T O 5 0 
X B N O D E ( N D D ) = X B N O D 
Y B N O D E ( N D D ) = Y B N D D 
G O T O 2 0 
C 
C R E A D E L E M E N T I N C I D E N C I E S . E L E M E N T T Y P E A N D N U M B E R O F 
C B O U N D A R Y C D L L O C A T I O N P O I N T S C O R R E S P O N D I N G T O E A C H E L E M E N T 
C 
5 0 R E A D C 5 . 6 0 ) N E L . L L . L R . U R . U L . N B C P T . T Y P 
I F C N E L . E Q . 0 > G O T O 7 0 
L D L F T ( N E L ) = L L 
L D R G T ( N E L ) = L R 
U P R G T ( N E L ) = U R 
U P L F T C N E L ) = U L 
N B Q C O C N E L ) = N B C P T 
T Y P E C N E L ) = T Y P 
N U M E L = N E L 
G O T O 5 0 
C 
C R E A D B O U N D A R Y C D L L O C A T I O N P O I N T S 
7 0 D O 3 0 N E L = 1 , N U M E L 
I F < N B 0 C D < N E L ) . E Q . 0 ) G D T O 8 0 
N D U M = N B D C Q C N E L ) 
R E A D < 5 , 1 0 0 ) N D U M J < B O X C N E L J N P T ) > B O Y < N E L » N P T ) P N P T = 1 . N D U M ) 
8 0 C O N T I N U E 
C A L L S E C D N D < T L ) 
I F < I N P U T . E Q . 0 ) G D T O 1 1 0 
C 
C O U T P U T T H E I N P U T D A T A 
C 
c 
U R I T E ( 6 . 1 2 0 ) 
W R I T E < 6 J 1 3 0 ) 
klRITE<6,120) 
D D 1 4 0 N D D E = 1 , N N D D E S 
N R I T E C 6 ) 1 5 0 ) N O D E . X N D D E < N O D E ) J Y N O D E < N O D E > 
1 4 0 C O N T I N U E 
W R I T E < 6 J 1 2 0 ) 
C 
W R I T E < 6 . 1 2 0 ) 
W R I T E < 6 . 1 6 0 ) 
W R I T E < 6 . 1 2 0 ) 
D O 1 7 0 N D D E = 1 . N N D D E S 
W R I T E < 6 P 1 5 0 ) M O D E , X B N O D E C N O D E ) » Y B N O D E < N O D E ) 
1 7 0 C O N T I N U E 
U R I T E C 6 , 1 2 0 ) 
U R J T E ( 6 , 1 2 0 ) 
N R I T E < 6 , 1 6 0 ) 
WRITE^6J120) 
D D 1 9 0 N E L = 1 , N U M E L 
W R I T E < 6 , 2 0 0 ) N E L » L O L F T < N E L ) , L O R G T < N E L ) , U P R G T < N E L > , 
ft U P L F T < N E L ) , N B O C D < N E L ) P T Y P E ( N E L ) 
1 9 0 C O N T I N U E 
C 
C O U T P U T T H E B O U N D A R Y C O L L O C A T I O N P O I N T S 
C 
U R I T E < 6 , 1 2 0 ) 
W R I T E < 6 , 1 9 1 ) , 
U R I T E < 6 , 1 2 0 ) 
W R I T E < 6 > 1 9 2 ) 
D D 2 1 0 N E L = 1 J N U M E L 
I F < N B O C O < N E L ) . E Q . 0 ) G O T O 2 1 0 
K D U M = N B O C O ( N E L ) 
W R I T E < 6 , £ 4 0 ) N E L , < B O X < N E L P J ) J B O Y C N E L J J ) . J = 1 J K D U M ) 
2 1 0 C O N T I N U E 
W R I T E C 6 , 1 2 0 ) 
E X T I M E = T L - T O 
W R I T E C 6 , 2 5 0 ) E X T I M E 
U R I T E < 6 , 1 2 0 ) 
1 0 F D R M A T C 1 5 , 2 F 1 0 . 0 ) 
4 0 F O R M A T * ! 1 5 , 2 F 1 0 . 0 ) 
6 0 F 0 R M A T C 6 I 5 , 1 2 ) 
1 0 0 F O R M A T S 1 5 , 6 F 1 0 . 0 / C 6 F 1 0 . 0 ) ) 
1 0 1 F O R M A T ( 1 5 , 6 F 1 0 . 0 ^ ( 5 X , 6 F 1 0 . 0 ) ) 
1 2 0 F O R M A T S I X , 8 0 < 1 H - ) ) 
1 3 0 F D R M A T O X , 4 3 H N 0 D E X - N O D E C O O R D I N A T E Y - N O D E C O O R D I N A T E ) 
1 5 0 F O R M A T < 5 X , I 4 , 7 X J F 1 0 . 5 , 1 2 X . F 1 0 . 3 ) 
1 6 0 F O R M A T < 5 X , 4 1 H M 0 D I F N O D E X - N O D E C O O R D Y - C O O R D I N ) 
I S O F 0 R M A T ( 6 X , 7 H E L E M E N T F 1 3 X T 1 9 H E L E M E N T I N C I D E N C I E S 
A , 3 X , 2 4 H N 0 . D F B O U N D A R Y C O L . P T S 
B , 3 X , 1 2 H E L E M E N T T Y P E ) 
2 0 0 F D R M A T U X , 1 9 , 1 3 X , 4 I 5 , 7 X , 1 5 X , I5J 1 0 X , I I ) 
2 4 0 F D R M A T C 1 X , I 5 , 4 X , 6 F I 0 . 5 / ' C 1 0 X » 6 F 1 0 . 5 ) ) 
1 9 1 F D R M A T < 1 X , 2 7 H B 0 U N D A R Y C O L L O C A T I O N P O I N T S ) 
1 9 2 F O R M A T C I X , 7 H E L E M E N T , 3 < 5 X , 7 H X - C O O R D , 3 X , 7 H Y - C O O R D ) ) 
2 5 0 F 0 R M A T ( 5 X > 1 5 H I N P U T D A T A T I M E ? 2 5 X , 1 H = , F 6 . 3 ) 
1 1 0 R E T U R N 
E N D 
S U B R O U T I N E S U M A R Y < I E X A C T , B » N D I M E N ) 
C M E A S U R E S T H E P E R F O R M A N C E O F T H E C O L L O C A T I O N P R O C E D U R E 
D I M E N S I O N B < N D I M E N ) 
I N T E G E R I E X A C T 
C I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N S 
E R M A X = - 1 . 
N C A R D = 0 
R E L M E R = - 1 0 0 0 0 . 
U R I T E < 6 , 1 ) 
C R E A D T H E C O O R D I N A T E S O F T H E P O I N T S I N T H E G I V E N 
C D O M A I N O F D E F I N I T I O N P A T W H I C H T H E S O L U T I O N I S C O M P U T E D 
C 
W R I T E ( 6 P 1 0 ) 
1 0 F O R M A T < 1 H O , 1 4 H X - C O R D Y - C O R D , 2 X , 1 3 H T R U E S O L U T I O N , I X 
A , 1 6 H A P P R O X . S O L U T I O N , I X , 1 4 H A B S 0 L U T E E R R O R , I X 
B , 1 4 H R E L A T I V E E R R O R ) 
W R I T E < 6 , 1 ) 
3 0 R E A D < 3 , 2 0 ) X P O I N T , Y P O I N T 
N C A R D = N C A R D + 1 
I F C X P D I N T . E Q . - 9 0 0 0 . ) G O T O 4 0 
C C O M P U T E T H E T R U E S O L U T I O N A T ( X P O I N T , Y P O I N T ) 
C 
I F < I E X A C T . E Q . 1 ) T R S O L = T R U E < X P O I N T J Y P O I N T ) 
C A L L A P P R < A P R S O L S X P O I N T , Y P O I N T , B , N D I M E N ) 
C C O M P U T E T H E M A X I M U M E R R O R 
IF< IEXACT .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 51 
ERRDR = ABS< TRSDL - AFRSOL > 
IF< ERROR .GT. ERMAX ) ERMAX = ERROR 
C 
C CDMPUTE THE RELATIVE ERROR 
C 
RELERR = ERROR • TRSDL 
IF< RELERR .GT. RELMER > RELMER = RELERR 
WRITE(6»60 ) XPDINTrYPDINTpTRSDLJAPRSDLpERRORpRELERR 
5 1 W R I T E ( 6 > 6 1 ) X P D I N T P Y P D I N T P A P R S D L 
6 1 F D R M A T C 1 X » F 5 . £ p 3 X P F 5 . £ J 2 X > F 1 5 . 7 ) 
6 0 F 0 R M A T ( 1 X P F 5 . 3 X , F 5 . B P 2 X P 2 G 1 5 . 7 » 2 G 1 5 . 3 ) 
40 IF< IEXACT .EQ. 0 > 
IF< NCARD .EQ. 1) 
URITE<6» 70 ) ERMAXpRELMER 
100 FORMATC2F10.0) 
70 FDRMAT<1H0J21HMAXIMUM ABS. ERROR = iE15.5>5XJ 





SUBROUTINE SDLVECAiB»NDIMENt NCODIGJ NBWDTH) 
C 







C FORM THE CDLLQCATIDN EQUATIONS 
C 
CALL EQUATE (A> BP NDIMEN J NCODIGT NBWDTH) 
C 





C SDLVE THE CDLLDCATIDN EQUATIONS 
C 
C A L L B N D S D L C N D I M E N J N D U M J A P B ) 
c 
C A L L S E C D N D C T L ) 
c 
c 
C MEASURE THE GENERATION AND SOLUTION EQUATIONS TIME 
C 
EXTIME = TI - TO 
URITE<6 j100) EXTIME 
100 FDRMAT<1X»17HEQUATIDN SDLUTIDN»23X»1H= PF6.3) 
T D T E X = T L - T 0 1 
WRITERS.110) TDTEX 
110 FDRMATC1X j 41HTDTAL TIME FDR GENERATION AND SDL DF SYSTpF6.3) 
RETURN 
E N D 
SUBROUTINE BASE<81PB2pB3>B4IZPH) 
C 














SUBROUTINE DBASECDBl,DB2» DB3> DB4, Z,H> 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE DEFINES THE FIRST DERIVATIVES DF 
C THE CUBIC HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
C 
RH = 1./-H 
S = Z*RH 
T=1.-S 
DEI = 6.*<S - 1.>*S*RH 
DB2--DB1 
DB3 = T*CT - 2.*S> 





C THIS ROUTINE DEFINES THE SECOND DERIVATIVES OF 
C THE CUBIC HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
C 
RH = 1.sH 
S = Z*RH 
T=1.-S 
DDB1 = £.*<2.*S - l.)*RH*RH 
DDB2—DDB1 
DDB3 = 2.*(S - 2.»T>HRH 




DIMENSION A<NjM)>B<N> ' 
C 
C L-U DECOMPOSITION DF AN UNSYMMETRIC BAND MATRIX A 
C HAVING BAND WIDTH M=MAX^I-J/ FDR ACI»J)=0. 
C THE DIAGONALS DF THE MATRIX ARE ASSUMED TO BE 







DD 3 1=1,M 
K=M2-I 











C END INITIALIZATION 
C 
L=M 
DO 6 K=1,N 




IFtKPl.GT.L> GD TD 12 
C 
C SEARCH FOR INTERCHANGE 
C 
DO 7 J=KPI,L 




12 IF<I.EQ.IO GD TD 8 
C INTERCHANGE ROWS I AND K 
C 
X = BCIO 
B C I O = B d > 
B(I> = X 






8 IF <KPI.GT.L> GD TD 6 
RAK1 = 1.^A<K>1> 
DD 10 I=KP1jL 
IF < A(Ij1> .EQ. 0. ) GO TD 13 
X = fl(Iil) * RAK1 
DO 11 J = 2 , MM1 
A C I . J - O = A d j J ) - X * A « , J ) 
11 CONTINUE 
B<I> = B(I> - X*B<JO 
GO TD 15 
13 CONTINUE 
DD 14 J = £ j MM1 
A<I> J-l> = A(I,J) 
14 CDNTINUE 
15 A(IjMM1) = 0. 
10 CONTINUE 
6 C O N T I N U E 
C 
C SDLVE A.X=B AND PLACE THE RESULT IN B. 
C 
L=1 




IF(I.EQ.N> GD TD 50 
IF(L.LT.MMl) L=L+1 










CDMMON^NDDCDR^XNDDE<100) > YNDDEC100).NNDDES 
COMMDN'"ELINCD<,'LOLFT( 100). LDRGTC100>. UPRGT< 1 00)»UPLFTCl00) 
A > NUMEL 
INTEGER ULjUPRGTJUPLFT 
C 
C IT RETURNS THE VALUE DF CDLLDCATIDN 
C OXIMATIDN EVALUATED AT <X.Y> POINT 
C 
C FINDS THE ELEMENT THAT <X.Y) BELONGS. 
C 
DQ 101 NEL=i,NUMEL 
LL=LOLFT<NEL) 
LR=LDRGT<NEL) 
IF<XNODE<LL).LE.XP.AND.XP.LE.XNDDE(LR)) GO TO 10? 
GO TD 101 
102 UL=UPLFT<NEL) 
IF<YNODE<LL).LE.YP.AND.YP.LE.YNDDE<UL)> GD TO 104 
101 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTES DIMENSIONS DF NEL ELEMENT FOUND 
C 
104 HM = XNODECLR) - XNODECLL) 
HY = YNODECUL) - YNDDE<LL) 
17 
C COMPUTES THE BASES FUNCTIONS AT CXJYJPT. 
C 
X = XP - XNODECLL) 
Y = VP - YNDDE<LL> 
C 
C COMPUTE BASES FUNCTIONS AT (XjY) 
C 
CALL BASE<BASEX1> BASEX2.BASEX3?BASEX4> X,HX> 





TEMPI = B<I1>*BASEX1*BASEY1 + B<I2>*BASEX1*BASEY3 





TEMP2 = B<J1>*BASEX2*BASEY1 + B<J2)»»BASEX2*BASEY3 





TEMP3 = BCKl>*BASEX£*BASEY£ + B(K2>*BASEX£*BASEY4 





TEMP4 = B<L1)*BASEX1*BASEY£ + B<L2>»BASEX1«BASEY4 









C GENERATES THE MATRIX A AND THE RIGHT SIDE VECTOR B 
C DF THE SYSTEM OF COLLOCATION EQUATIONS. 
C 
C THE CDLLOCATIDN APPROXIMATION UC(X»Y> IN THE SPACE DF 
C BICUBIC HERMITE PIECEWISE POLYNOMIALS RESTRICTED TD ELEMENT 
C ^ NEL ^ IS 
C UC<XPY> = V<I1)BX1BY1+V<I2)BX1BY3+V<I3>BX3BY1+V<I4JBX3BY3+ 
C V<J1)BX£BY1+V(J£>BX£BY3+V<J3>BX4BY1+V<J4>BX4BY3+ 
C V < K1> BX£BY£+V < K£ >BX£BY4+V < K3 >BX4BY2+V C K4 > BX4BY4+ 
C V<L1>BX1BY2+V<L2>BX1BY2+V<L3)BX3BY2+VCL4>BX3BY4 
C ACCORDING TO CDLLDCATIDN PROCEDURE i UC<X>Y>. SATISFIES 
C 
C <I> L<UC<TPS>> = F<TJS>1> 
c 




C <II> E(UC<T»S>> - FCTsS>2) 
C 
C AT THE BOUNDARY COLLOCATION POINTS WHERE 
C L<U<XjY>)=COEF<X>Y.1>*DDXUCX»Y)+COEF<X»YJ2)««DDYUCX»Y)+ 
C COEF<X> Yj 3>*DXU<X» Y> +CQEF<X>YP4)*DYU<XJY>+ 
C COEFCXj Y?5)*U<X,Y> 
C 
C B<U<X,Y))=BCOEF<X> Yj1)*DXU<XPY)+BCOEF<X» YI2>*DYU(XTY>+ 
C BCOEF(X)Y>3)*U<XjY> 
C 
C THE PROCEDURE THAT GENERATES A X = B FROM <I> . <II> 
C IS THE FOLLOWING: 
c
 1 8 
C 1. SET A = 0 
C 
C 2 . FDR EACH ELEMENT (* NEL * IT COMPUTES THE COORDINATES 
C OF ITS FOUR INTERIOR COLLOCATION PDINTS. 
C 
C 3. COMPUTE THE TOTAL NUMBER DF CDLLDCATIDN POINTS 
C ASSOCIATED WITH ELEMENT * NEL * 
C 
C 4. AT EACH CDLLDCATIDN POINT DF ELEMENT # NEL * IT COMPUTES 
C THE BASIS FUNCTIONS .DF THE HERMITE CUBIC PIECEUISE 
C POLYNOMIALS SPACE AND THEIR FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES. 
C 
C 5. IF THE CDLLDCATIDN POINT IS INTERIOR THEN IT GENERATES 
C COLLOCATION EQUATIONS BY SATISFYING EQUATION < I) AT THAT 
C POINT 
C 
C 6 . IF THE CDLLDCATIDN POINT IS BOUNDARY THEN IT GENERATES 
C A COLLOCATION EQUATION BY SATISFYING EQUATION C I O AT THAT 
C PDINT. 
C 
C 7. IT MEASURES THE TIME USED TD GENERATE THE WHOLE MATRIX A 
C AND THE RIGHT HAND SIDE B. 
C 
C V A R I A B L E L I S T 
C 
C A<NROWS.NCDLUM) :THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF THE SYSTEM OF 
C CDLLDCATIDN EQUATIONS 
C NROWS : THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ROWS 
C NCOLUM - THE TDTAL NUMBER DF COLUMNS 
C NR : ROW INDEX 
C NC : CDLUMN INDEX 
C B(NRDWS) : THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE SYSTEM OF COLLOCATION 
C EQUATIONS 
C NUMEL : TDTAL NUMBER DF ELEMENTS 
C LL.LR.UR.UL : INTEGER IDENTIFIERS DF THE ELEMENT NODES 
C HX.HY : THE SI2ES DF AN ELEMENT 
C XNDDEC )fYNODE< >:THE COORDINATES DF THE ELEMENT NODES 
C XCl).Y(1).X<2).Y(2) COORDINATES OF THE 
C THE INTERIOR COLLOCATION POINTS 
C NTDTAL : NUMBER OF COLLOCATION POINTS ASSOCIATED 
C WITH ELEMENT ? NEL* 
C NBDCDC ) : NUMBER OF BOUNDARY COLLOCATION PTS. ASSOCIATED 
C WITH ELEMENT * NEL * 
C B0X< t ) : THE COORDINATES DF THE BOUNDARY CDLLDCATIDN PTS. 
C BQYC s > 
U BX1fBX2> BX3> BX4 : THE VALUES DF BASES FUNCTIONS EVALUATED 
C BY1» BY2J BY3J BY4 : AT XDUM > YDUM RESPECTIVELY 
C DBX1s DBX2> DBX3> DBX4 :THE DERIVATIVES OF BASES FUNCTIONS 
C DBY1s DBY2. DBY3J DBY4 S EVALUATED AT XDUM»YDUM RESPECTIVELY 
C DDBX1jDDBX2»DDBX3.DDBX4!THE SECOND DERIVATIVES OF EASES 
C DDBY1> DDBY2iDDBY3. DDBY4:FUNCTIONS EVALUATED AT XDUM,YDUM 
C RESPECTIVELY 
C COEFCXJYJ J)J J=1>5 : THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE OPERATOR 
C BCOEFCX.Y.J)jJsl,3:iHE COEFFICIENTS OF THE BOUNDARY CDNDITIONSS 
C F(X,Y j J> . J=1> 2 :THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE OPERATOR AND 
C BOUNDARY CONDITION 
C 
DIMENSION ACNRDWSiNCDLUM)J B<NROWS) JX<4)>Y<4) 
COMMON'-NDDCDR-'XNDDE C10 0 > > YNDDE < 10 0 ). NNDDES 
COMMDN-'ELINCD/LOLFTC 100) . LORGT< 100) . UPRGTC100). 
* UPLFT<100)rNUMEL 
CDMMON^ELTYPE/TYPE(10 0) 
CDMMDN'" BNDCDL/NBDCD< 100) > BDX< 100> 10). BOYC100.10) 
COMMDN/MODNOD^XBNDDEC100).YBNDDEC100) 




C SET A = 0 
C 
DO 100 NR = 1 » NRDWS 
DO 100 NC = 1 , NCOLUM 
A<NRpNC) = 0. 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
C INITIALIZE ROW INDEX 
C 
NROU = 0 
C 
INCREM = NBWDTH - 3 
SQRT3 = SQRTC3.> 
RSIX = 
FACTOR = .S'SQRTS 
C 
C COMPUTE THE ENTRIES OF MATRIX A AND RIGHT HAND SIDE B 
C 
DO 110 NEL = 1 , NUMEL 
C 
C ASSIGN TD VARIABLES LLjLRJURJUL THE NODE NUMBERS DF ELEMENT *NELJ* 
C 
LL = LOLFT<NEL) 
LR = LDRGT(NEL) 
UR = UPRGT<NEL) 
UL = UPLFT(NEL) 
C 
C CDMPUTE THE *SIZES* OF ELEMENT *NEL;* 
C 
HX = XNDDECLR) - XNODE(LL) 
HY = YNDDE(UL) - YNDDE(LL) 
C 
C DETERMINE THE TYPE OF ELEMENT *NEL* 
C 
IF < TYPE<NEL> .NE. INTER ) GO TO 120 
C 
C TYPE OF ELEMENT ^NEL* IS ^INTERIOR* 
C COMPUTE ITS INTERIOR COLLOCATION POINTS. 
C 
XMIDL = .5*CXN0DE(LL) + XNODECLR)) 
YMIDL = .5*<YN0DECLL> + YNQDECUL)) 
XFACTR = HX * FACTDR 
YFACTR = HY * FACTOR 
C 
C CDDRDINATES OF INTERIOR CDLLDCATIDN PTS. 
C 
XC1) = XMIDL - XFACTR 
X<2) * XMIDL + XFACTR 
X<3) - X<2) 
X<4) = X<1) 
Y(l> = YMIDL - YFACTR 
Y<2) = YC1) 
Y(3> = YMIDL + YFACTR 
Y(4) = Y<3> 
GO TO 130 
120 CONTINUE 
C 
C THE TYPE DF ELEMENT i^NEL* IS ^BOUNDARY* 
C CDMPUTE ITS INTERIOR COLLOCATION PTS FOR THE 
C MODIFIED BOUNDARY ELEMENT *NEL* 
C 
XDUMY1 = XBNODE(LR) + XBNODECUL) 
XDUMY2 = XBNDDE(LL) + XBNODECUR) 
YDUMY1 = YBNDDE<LR) + YBNODE(UL) 
YDUMY2 = YBNODE<LL) + YBNODE(UR) 
XSUM = XDUNY1 + 2.*XDUMY2 
YSUM = YDUMY1 + 2.*YDUMY2 
XDIF = <XBNODE<UR) - XBNDDE(LL ) )*SQRT3 
YDIF = (YBNODE(UR) - YBNODE(LL >)*SQRT3 
C 
X<1) = <XSUM - XDIF) « RSIX 
Y<1) = <YSUM - YDIF) * RSIX 
X<3) = <XSUM + XDIF) • RSIX 
Y<3> = <YSUM + YDIF) * RSIX 
20 
XSUM = 2. * XDUMY1 + XDUMY2 
YSUM = 2. * YDUMY1 + YDUMY2 
XDIF = CXBNODE(UL) - XBNODE(LR)) * SQRT3 
YDIF = (YBNODE(UL) - YBNDDE(LR)) * SORTS 
X(2) = (XSUM - XDIF) * RSIX 
Y(2) = (YSUM - YDIF) * RSIX 
X(4) = (XSUM + XDIF) * RSIX 
YC4) = (YSUM + YDIF) * RSIX 
130 CDNTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL NUMBER DF CDLLDCATIDN PTS ASSOCIATED 
C HITH ELEMENT ^NEL* 
C 
NTOTAL = 4 + NBDCO(NEL) 
C 
C 
DD 140 IDUM = 1 » NTDTAL 
IF ( IDUM .GT. 4 ) GO TO 150 
C 
C AN INTERIOR CDLLDCATIDN PT OF ELEMENT *NEL* 
C 
T = X(IDUM) 
S = Y(IDUM) 
GO TO 160 
150 CDNTINUE 
C 
C A BOUNDARY COLLOCATION POINT OF ELEMENT *NEL* 
C 
JDUM = IDUM - 4 
T = BDX(NEL.JDUM) 




C TRANSFER ELEMENT =*NEL* TD ELEMENT HITH NODES (0.0). 
C (HX» 0)» (HX> HY). <0, HY) 
C 
XDUM = T - XNDDE(LL) 
YDUM = S - YNODE(LL) 
C 
C EVALUATE THE BASIS FUNCTIONS AND ITS DARIVATIVES 
C AT (XDUM.YDUM) 
C 
CALL BASEfBXl,BX2.BX3»BX4iXDUMiHX) 
CALL BASE(BY1p BY£» BY3iBY4. YDUM. HY) 
C 
CALL DBASE(DBX1.DBX2.DBX3,DBX4.XDUM. HX) 
CALL DBASE(DBY1.DBY2. DBY3. DBY4. YDUMiHY) 
C 
CALL DDBASECDDBXl. DDBX2iDDBX3iDDBX4> XDUM* HX). 
CALL DDBASE(DDBY1.DDBY£jDDBY3.DDBY4>YDUM.HY) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE ROW INDEX 
NROW = NROW + 1 
C 
C COMPUTE THE INDECIES OF THE UNKNOWNS V(.) ASSOCIATED 
C WITH THE ELEMENT *NEL*. 
C 
11 = 4 * LL + INCREM - NRDW 
12 = II + 1 
13 = 12 + 1 
14 = 13 + 1 
C 
J1 = 4 * LR + INCREM - NROW 
J2 - J1 + 1 
J3 = J2 + 1 
J4 = J3 + 1 
C 
K1 = 4 * UR + INCREM - NRDW 
K£ o K1 + 1 
K3 = K2 + 1 
K 4 = K 3 + 1 
C 
LI = 4 * UL + INCREM - NRDW 
LS » LI + 1 
L3 = L2 + 1 
L4 = L3 + 1 
C 
c FDR IDUM .LE. 4 WE CDMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS DF THE UNKNOWNS IN 
C EQUATION (I) 
C 
IF < IDUM .GT. 4 ) GD TO 170 
C 
C EVALUATE THE COEFFICIENTS DF THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR. 
C 
C0EF1 = CDEFCT* S» 1) 
C0EF2 = CDEFCT>S»2) 
CQEF3 = CDEFCTf S» 3 ) 
CDEF4 = C0EFCTJSJ4) 
C O E F 5 = CDEFCTj S» 5 ) 
C 
C CDMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE UNKOUNS IN EQUATION CI) 
C 
C TEMPORARY VARIABLES 
C 
DUMMY1 = CDEF1*DDBX1 + C0EF3*DBX1 + CDEF5*BX1 
DUMMY2 = C0EF1*DDBX2 + CDEF3*DBX2 + CDEF5*BX2 
DUMMY3 = C0EF1*DDBX3 + COEF3*DBX3 + COEF5*BX3 
DUMMY4 = C0EF1*DDBX4 + C0EF3*DBX4 + CDEF5*BX4 
DUMY1 = C0£F£*DDBY1 + C0EF4*DBY1 
DUMY2 = COEF£*DDBY2 + CDEF4*DBY£ 
DUMY3 = C0EF£*DDBY3 + CDEF 4*DBY3 




A<NR0W,I1) a BY1*DUMMY1 
C 
ACNRDWJ12) = BY3*DUMMY1 
C 
ACNRDW,I3> = BY1*DUMMY3 
C 
ACNROW, 14) = BY3*DUMT1Y3 
C 
ACNRDWJ J1) = BY1*DUMMY£ 
C 
ACNRDW,J2) = BY3*DUMMY2 
C 
ACNRDW, J3) = BY1*DUMMY4 
C 
ACNRDWJ J4> = BY3"DUMMY4 
C 
ACNRDWJKl) = BY2*DUMMY2 
C 
ACNRDW, K2) = BY4«DUMMY2 
C 
ACNRDWtK3) = BY£*DUMMY4 
C 
ACNROW» K4) = BY4*DUMMY4 
C 
ACNRDWJLI) = BY2*DUMMY1 
C 
ACNR0WIL2) = BY4*DUMMY1 
C 
ACNROWP L3) = BY2*DUMMY3 
C 
ACNRQWiL4) = BY4*DUMMY3 
C 
C COMPUTE THE RIGHT HAND SIDE 
C 
BCNROW) = F<T,S,1) 
GO TD 140 


















C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS DF THE UNKNOWNS IN THE EQUATION <II) 
C 
B C D E F 1 = B C D E F < T > S . 1 > 
B C O E F 2 = B C O E F C T * S> 2 ) 
B C 0 E F 3 = B C O E F < T ) S ) 3 > 
C 
C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS DF THE UNKNOWNS IN EQUATIONS <II> 
C 
C TEMPORARY VARIABLES 
BDUMY1 = BCDEF1*BY1 + BC0EF3*DBY1 
BBUMY2 = BCOEFl*BY2 + BCQEF3*DBY2 
BDUMY3 = BC0EF1*BY3 + BCOEF3*DBY3 
BDUMY4 = BC0EF1*BY4 + BC0EF3«DBY4 
C-. 
C COEFFICIENTS 
A < N R O W » I I ) = B X 1 * B D U M Y 1 + B C 0 E F 2 * D B X 1 * B Y 1 
A ( N R O W I 1 2 ) = B X 1 * B D U M Y 3 + B C D E F 2 * D B X 1 * B Y 3 
A C N R O W * 1 3 ) = B X 3 * B D U M Y 1 + B C 0 E F 2 * D B X 3 * B Y 1 
C 
A < N R O W » 1 4 ) = B X 3 * B D U M Y 3 + B C 0 E F 2 * D B X 3 * B Y 3 
C 
ACNROWjJI) = BX2*BDUMY1 + BC0EF2*DBX2*BY1 
C 
ACNROWj J2) = BX2*BDUMY3 + BC0EF2*BBX2«BY3 
C 
ACNROWJ J3) = BX4*BDUMY1 + BC0EF2*DBX4*BYl 
C 
A(NRDW»J4) - BX4*BDUMY3 + BCOEF2*DBX4*BY3 
C 
A C N R O W T K 1 ) = B X 2 * B D U M Y 2 + B C 0 E F 2 * B B X 2 * B Y 2 
C 
A(NROW)K2) = BX2*BDUMY4 + BC0EF2»DBX2*BY4 
C 
A(NR0W.K3) = BX4*BDUMY2 + BC0EF2*DBX4*BY£ 
C 
A(NROW) K4) = BX4*BDUMY4 + BC0EF2*DBX4*BY4 
C 
A<NROW> LI) = BX1 | !BDUMY2 + BCDEF2*DBX1*BY2 
C 
A<NROWjL2) = BX1*BDUMY4 + BC0EF2*DBX1»BY4 
C 
A C N R O W , L 3 ) = B X 3 * B D U M Y £ + B C D E F 2 " D B X 3 * B Y 2 
C 
A<NROW? L4) = BX3*BDUMY4 + BC0EF2*DBX3»BY4 
C 
C COMPUTE THE RIGHT HAND SIDE FROM BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
C 
B(NROW) = FCT,S>2) 
C 




C MEASURE THE EXECUTION TIME TD GENERATE MATRIX A 
C AND VECTOR B. 
C 
CALL S E C O N D E D 
EXTIME = T1 - TO 
WRITE<6,£00) EXTIME 





C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE BANDWIDTH 
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